We consider the one helper source coding problem posed and investigated by Ahlswede, Körner and Wyner. In this system, the error probability of decoding goes to one as the source block length n goes to infinity. This implies that we have a strong converse theorem for the one helper source coding problem. In this paper we provide the much stronger version of this strong converse theorem for the one helper source coding problem. We prove that the error probability of decoding tends to one exponentially and derive an explicit lower bound of this exponent function.
I. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let X and Y be finite sets and {(X t , Y t )} ∞ t=1 be a stationary discrete memoryless source. For each t = 1, 2, · · ·, the random pair (X t , Y t ) takes values in X × Y, and has a probability distribution p XY = {p XY (x, y)} (x,y)∈X ×Y We write n independent copies of {X t } ∞ t=1 and {Y t } ∞ t=1 , respectively as X n = X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n and Y n = Y 1 , Y 2 , · · · , Y n .
We consider a communication system depicted in Fig. 1 . Data sequences X n and Y n are separately encoded to ϕ (n) 1 (X n ) and ϕ (n) 2 (Y n ) and those are sent to the information processing center. At the center the decoder function ψ (n) observes (ϕ 
where for each i = 1, 2, ϕ (n) i (= M i ) stands for the range of cardinality of ϕ (n) i . The decoder function ψ (n) is defined by ψ (n) : M 1 × M 2 → Y n . The error probability of decoding is 
Furthermore, define
It is well known that R AKW (p XY ) was determined by Ahlswede, Körner and Wyner. To describe their result we introduce an auxiliary random variable U taking values in a finite set U. We assume that the joint distribution of (U, X, Y ) is
The above condition is equivalent to U ↔ X ↔ Y . Define the set of probability distribution p = p UXY by
We can show that the above functions and sets satisfy the following property.
Property 1:
The region R(p XY ) has two other expressions using the supporting hyperplane. We define two sets of probability distributions on U ×X ×Y by
We set
Then we have the following:
Proof of Property 1 is found in Appendix B in [10] . The rate region R AKW (p XY ) was determined by Ahlswede and Körner [1] and Wyner [2] . Their result is the following.
Theorem 1 (Ahlswede, Körner [1] and Wyner [2] ):
On the converse coding theorem Ahlswede et al. [3] obtained the following.
Theorem 2 (Ahlswede et al. [3] ): ] For each fixed ε ∈ (0, 1), we have
Gu and Effors [4] examined a speed of convergence for P (n) e to tend to 1 as n → ∞ by carefully checking the proof of Ahlswede et al. [3] . However they could not obtain a result on an explicit form of the exponent function with respect to the code length n.
Our aim is to find an explicit form of the exponent function for the error probability of decoding to tend to one as n → ∞ when
To examine this quantity, we define the following quantity. Set
In this paper we derive an explicit lower bound of
II. MAIN RESULT
In this section we state our main result. Let p = p UXY and q = q UXY be two probability distributions on U ×X ×Y.
Property 2:
a) Letᾱ = 1 − α. For each (u, x, y) ∈ U × X × Y, we have the following identity:
qX ||pX (XY |U ) is a monotone increasing and concave function of λ > 0.
Proof of Property 2 is found in Appendix C in [10] .
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 3:
It follows from Theorem 3 and Property 2 part c) that if (R 1 , R 2 ) is outside the capacity region, then the error probability of decoding goes to one exponentially and its exponent is not below F (R 1 , R 2 |p XY ). The following strong converse theorem established by Ahlswede et al. [3] can be obtained as a simple corollary of this theorem.
Corollary 1:
For ε ∈ (0, 1), we have
Proof of Theorem 3 will be given in the next section. The exponent function at rates outside the rate region was derived by Oohama and Han [6] for the separate source coding problem for correlated sources [5] . The techniques used by them is a method of types [7] , which is useless to prove Theorem 3. Some novel techniques based on the information spectrum method introduced by Han [8] are necessary to prove this theorem.
III. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Let (X n , Y n ) be a pair of random variables from the information source. We set S = ϕ (n) 1 (X n ). Joint distribution p SX n Y n of (S, X n , Y n ) is given by
It is obvious that S ↔ X n ↔ Y n . Then we have the following.
Lemma 1:
For any η > 0 and for any (ϕ
The probability distribution appearing in the right members of (5) have a property that we can select them arbitrary. In (3), we can choose any probability distributionq SX n Y n on S×X n ×Y n . In (4), we can choose any distribution q X n on X n .
Proof of this lemma is found in Appendix D in [10] . From Lemma 1 we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2:
Proof: In (3) in Lemma 1, we chooseq SX n Y n having the formq
In (4) in Lemma 1, we choose q X n having the form
Then the bound (5) in Lemma 1 becomes
completing the proof.
Lemma 3:
Suppose that for each t = 1, 2, · · · , n, the joint distribution p SX t Y t of the random vector SX t Y t is a marginal distribution of p SX n Y n . Then we have the following Markov chain: 6) or equivalently that I(Y t ; SY t−1 |X t ) = 0. Furthermore, we have the following Markov chain:
or equivalently that
Proof of this lemma is found in Appendix E in [10] . For t = 1, 2, · · · , n, let U t be a random variable taking values
. From Lemmas 2 and 3, we have the following.
Lemma 4:
The following is well known as the Cramèr's bound in the large deviation principle. For α ≥ 1, we define
.
By Lemmas 4 and 5, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1: For any λ > 0, μ > 0 and any (ϕ
Proof: By Lemma 4, for α ≥ 1, we have the following chain of inequalities:
Step (a) follows from Lemma 5. We choose η so that −η = λ(R 1 + μR 2 ) + λ(α + 2μ)η − 1 n Ω (ᾱ,μ,λ) p X n ||q X n ,p SX n Y n (X n Y n |S).
Solving (9) with respect to η, we have η = 1 n Ω (ᾱ,μ,λ) p X n ||q X n ,p SX n Y n (X n Y n |S) − λ(R 1 + μR 2 ) 1 + λ(α + 2μ) .
For this choice of η and (8), we have P (n) c (ϕ p X n ||q X n ,p SX n Y n (X n Y n |S) − λ(R 1 + μR 2 ) , completing the proof.
Set Ω (ᾱ,μ,λ) (p XY ) = inf n≥1 min p SX n Y n : S↔X n ↔Y n max q X n :q X n = n t=1 qX t × 1 n Ω (ᾱ,μ,λ) p X n ||q X n ,p SX n Y n (X n Y n |S).
By the definitions of G (n) (R 1 , R 2 |p XY ) and Ω (ᾱ,μ,λ) (p XY ) and Proposition 1, we have
≥ Ω (ᾱ,μ,λ) (p XY ) − λ(R 1 + μR 2 ) 1 + λ(α + 2μ) − 1 n log 5.
From (10), we obtain the following corollary.
